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The devastating aerial assault on Baghdad in 2003, known as
“shock and awe.”
by Nicolas J. Davies, originally published on Consortium News
Opinion polls in the United States and the United Kingdom have
found that a majority of the public in both countries has a
remarkably consistent belief that only about 10,000 Iraqis
were killed as a result of the U.S.-British invasion of Iraq
in 2003.
Estimates of deaths in Iraq actually range from 150,000 to 1.2
million. Part of the reason for the seriously misguided public
perception may come from a serious belief in guided weapons,
according to what the government tells people about
“precision” bombing. But one must ask how so many people can
be killed if these weapons are so “precise,” for instance in
one of “the most precise air campaigns in military history,”
as a Pentagon spokesman characterized the total
destruction last year of Raqqa in Syria.
The dreadful paradox of “precision weapons” is that the more
the media and the public are wrongly persuaded of the nearmagical qualities of these weapons, the easier it is for U.S.
military and civilian leaders to justify using them to destroy
entire villages, towns and cities in country after country:
Fallujah, Ramadi and Mosul in Iraq; Sangin and Musa Qala in
Afghanistan; Sirte in Libya; Kobane and Raqqa in Syria.
An Imprecise History

The inaccurate B17 “Flying
Fortress”
The skillful use of disinformation about “precision” bombing
has been essential to the development of aerial bombardment as
a strategic weapon. In a World War II propaganda pamphlet
titled the “Ultimate Weapon of Victory”, the U.S. government
hailed the B-17 bomber as “… the mightiest bomber ever built…
equipped with the incredibly accurate Norden bomb sight, which
hits a 25-foot circle from 20,000 feet.“
However, according to the website WW2Weapons, “With less than
50 per-cent cloud coverage an average B-17 Fortress Group
could be expected to place 32.4% of its bombs within 1000 feet
of the aiming point when aiming visually.” That could rise to
60 percent if flying at the dangerously low altitude of 11,000
feet in daylight.

The U.K.’s 1941 Butt Report found that only five percent
of British bombers were dropping their bombs within five miles
of their targets, and that 49 percent of their bombs were
falling in “open country.”
In the “Dehousing Paper,” the U.K. government’s chief
scientific adviser argued that mass aerial bombardment of
German cities to “dehouse” and break the morale of the
civilian population would be more effective than “precision”
bombing aimed at military targets. British leaders agreed,
and adopted this new approach: “area” or “carpet” bombing,

with the explicit strategic purpose of “dehousing” Germany’s
civilian population.
The U.S. soon adopted the same strategy against both Germany
and Japan, and a U.S. airman quoted in the post-war U.S.
Strategic Bombing Survey lampooned efforts at “precision”
bombing as a “major assault on German agriculture.”
The destruction of North Korea by U.S.-led bombing and
shelling in the Korean War was so total that U.S. military
leaders estimated that they’d killed 20 percent of
its population.
In the American bombing of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, the
U.S. dropped more bombs than all sides combined in the Second
World War, with full scale use of horrific napalm and cluster
bombs. The whole world recoiled from this mass slaughter, and
even the U.S. was chastened into scaling back its military
ambitions for at least a decade.
The American War in Vietnam saw the introduction of the
“laser-guided smart bomb,” but the Vietnamese soon learned
that the smoke from a small fire or a burning tire was enough
to confuse its guidance system.
“They’d go up, down,
sideways, all over the place,” a GI told Douglas Valentine,
the author of The Phoenix Program. “And people would smile and
say, ‘There goes another smart bomb!’ So smart a gook with a
match and an old tire can fuck it up.”
Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome
President Bush Senior hailed the First Gulf War as the moment
that America “kicked the Vietnam syndrome once and for all.”
Deceptive information about “precision” bombing played a
critical role in revitalizing U.S. militarism after defeat in
Vietnam.
The U.S. and its allies ruthlessly carpet-bombed Iraq,
reducing it from what a UN report later called “a rather

highly urbanized and mechanized society” to “a pre-industrial
age nation.” But the Western media enthusiastically swallowed
Pentagon briefings and broadcast round-the-clock bomb-sight
footage of a handful of successful “precision” strikes as if
they were representative of the entire campaign.
Later
reports revealed that only seven percent of the 88,500 tons of
bombs and missiles devastating Iraq were “precision” weapons.
The U.S. turned the bombing of Iraq into a marketing exercise
for the U.S. war industry, dispatching pilots and planes
straight from Kuwait to the Paris Air Show. The next three
years saw record U.S. weapons exports, offsetting small
reductions in U.S. arms procurement after the end of the Cold
War.
The myth of “precision” bombing that helped Bush and the
Pentagon “kick the Vietnam syndrome” was so successful that it
has become a template for the Pentagon’s management of news in
subsequent U.S. bombing campaigns. It also gave us the
disturbing euphemism “collateral damage” to indicate civilians
killed by errant bombs.
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As the U.S. and U.K. launched their “Shock and Awe” attack on
Iraq in 2003, Rob Hewson, the editor of Jane’s Air-Launched
Weapons, estimated about 20-25 percent of the U.S. and U.K.’s
“precision” weapons were missing their targets in Iraq, noting
that this was a significant improvement over the 1999 bombing
of Yugoslavia, when 30-40 percent were off-target. “There’s a
significant gap between 100 percent and reality,” Hewson said.
“And the more you drop, the greater your chances of a

catastrophic failure.”

Drone attack on a house
full of people
Since World War II, the U.S. Air Force has loosened its
definition of “accuracy” from 25 feet to 10 meters (39 feet),
but that is still less than the blast radius of even its
smallest 500 lb. bombs. So the impression that these weapons
can be used to surgically “zap” a single house or small
building in an urban area without inflicting casualties and
deaths throughout the surrounding area is certainly contrived.
“Precision” weapons comprised about two thirds of the 29,200
weapons aimed at the armed forces, people and infrastructure
of Iraq in 2003. But the combination of 10,000 “dumb” bombs
and 4,000 to 5,000 “smart” bombs and missiles missing their
targets meant that about half of “Shock and Awe’s” weapons
were as indiscriminate as the carpet bombing of previous wars.
Saudi Arabia and Turkey asked the U.S. to stop firing cruise
missiles through their territory after some went so far offtarget that they struck their territory. Three also hit Iran.
“In a war that’s being fought for the benefit of the Iraqi
people, you can’t afford to kill any of them,” a puzzled
Hewson said. “But you can’t drop bombs and not kill people.
There’s a real dichotomy in all of this.”
‘Precision’ Bombing Today

Since Barack Obama started the bombing of Iraq and Syria in
2014 more than 107,000 bombs and missiles have been launched.
U.S. officials claim only a few hundred civilians have been
killed. The British government persists in the utterly
fantastic claim that none of its 3,700 bombs have killed any
civilians at all.
Former Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari, a Kurd from
Mosul,
told
Patrick
Cockburn
of
Britain’s
Independent newspaper that he’d seen Kurdish military
intelligence reports that U.S. airstrikes and U.S., French and
Iraqi artillery had killed at least 40,000 civilians in his
hometown, with many more bodies still buried in the rubble.
Almost a year later, this remains the only remotely realistic
official estimate of the civilian death toll in Mosul. But no
other mainstream Western media have followed up on it.
The consequences of U.S. air wars are hidden in plain sight,
in endless photos and videos. The Pentagon and the corporate
media may suppress the evidence, but the mass death and
destruction of American aerial bombardment are only too real
to the millions of people who have survived it.

Nicolas J.S. Davies is the author of Blood On Our Hands: the
American Invasion and Destruction of Iraq. He also wrote the
chapter on “Obama at War” in Grading the 44th President: a
Report Card on Barack Obama’s First Term as a Progressive
Leader.

The
Environmental
Consequences of the Use of
Armed Drones
It is suspected that a small drone carrying a thermite
grenade may have caused a massive arms depot blast near
Balakliya, Ukraine in March 2017. The 350 hectare site near
Kharkiv is around 100km from the frontline of the conflict in
the eastern Donbas area. 20,000 people were evacuated and the
blast is likely to have left a significant environmental
footprint of heavy metals and energetic materials.
by Doug Weir and Elizabeth Minor, Originally published on
Toxic Remnants of War Blog
To date, debate over the implications of the growing use of
armed drones has focused on human rights, on the expansion of
the use of force into new contexts, and on the imbalances
created by the newfound ability to project violence at a
distance. Reaching Critical Will invited Doug Weir and
Elizabeth Minor to consider the environmental dimensions of
the use of drone warfare for a recent publication ‘The
humanitarian impact of drones’. They found the literature to
be largely absent of considerations over the environmental and
derived humanitarian impacts of drone operations, and so this
blog, which is excerpted from the report, should be viewed as
a starting point for efforts to assess the environmental
consequences of the use of armed drones.
In armed conflict, and its aftermath, legal protection for the
environment is weak, and systems for accountability and
environmental remediation are largely absent. Those
protections that do exist have been most clearly articulated
in relation to massive levels of environmental harm. They
primarily focus on the “natural environment”—without

articulating the linkages between environmental quality and
the enjoyment of fundamental human rights. However, the risks
of the generation of toxic remnants of war—conflict pollution
that threatens human and ecosystem health—should be an
important consideration in taking steps and measures to
progressively limit harm in the use of force.
During the last decade, there has been a renewed effort to
clarify and codify the relationship between environmental
obligations stemming from international humanitarian law
(IHL), international environmental law, and international
human rights law, before, during, and after armed conflicts.
The
topic
is
currently
under
consideration
by
the International Law Commission, and states have expressed
their growing concern over the environmental and derived
humanitarian consequences of armed conflict at the UN
Environment Assembly.
Obligations to address the environmental legacy of pollution
from armed conflicts and military activities have
been proposed by the International Law Commission, and have
recently been articulated in the Treaty on the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons, adopted in July 2017. These and other
initiatives could support the advancement of both law and
practice with respect to addressing toxic remnants of war.
The expansion of the use of armed drones by states to conduct
airstrikes both within and outside of armed conflict has
coincided with this increased interest in enhancing the
protection of the environment in relation to armed conflicts.
However, very little research has been undertaken into any
possible relationship between the use of armed drones and
environmental harm. Whilst not arguing that the environmental
impact of armed drones is a central component of the harms
that they cause, this short perspective proposes that air
strikes conducted from drones could have environmental
implications for communities, and that these should be
considered in any discussions about the further regulation of

drones. In addressing the problematic aspects or potentials of
armed drones as a set of technologies, and current
trajectories in their use, states should at least consider
that:
The use of explosive weapons has the capacity to
generate toxic remnants. One key concern surrounding
armed drones is that these technologies have facilitated
the expansion of the types of contexts in which states
have been willing to use explosive force deployed from
aircraft. If such trajectories are permitted to
continue, potential environmental harms risk being seen
in a greater variety of contexts;
The legal standards of armed conflict have been applied
in these particular uses of force, though these
standards have been widely argued to be the
inappropriate framework. With the low standards of
environmental protection associated with armed conflict,
this could also present risks in terms of greater
environmental harm from the use of force; and
Given the low standards of environmental protection in
armed conflict, it should be investigated whether drone
technology through its unique characteristics could help
facilitate the striking of environmentally risky targets
during armed conflicts, and contribute to harmful
practices in this way.
Given the lack of research in this area, this blog does not
propose definitive conclusions on these points. Rather, it
proposes that these are areas where there may be questions and
concerns that states and others should be encouraged to
consider, as part of any discussion on the broader picture of
harm caused by armed drones.

Environmental impacts from the use of explosive
weapons
Airstrikes from armed drones typically use explosive weapons.

The use of explosive weapons can produce pollutants that pose
risks to human health following their initial impacts,
particularly when these weapons are used in populated areas.
These toxic remnants—the effects of which are not well
documented—may derive from the constituents of munitions[1] or
from the destruction of buildings and damage to
infrastructure, such as power, water, and sanitation
facilities. Whilst potential toxic impacts will be greatest
where the use of explosive weapons in populated areas has been
widespread and sustained,[2] even limited use (such as
individual air strikes) can bring risks to health in
communities. As such, the environmental impacts of explosive
force are a relevant concern in the context of airstrikes
conducted using drones.
Several widely used munitions that states have fired from
drones present toxicity concerns, such as Hellfire missiles
and GBU-12 and GBU-38 bombs. These contain conventional
explosive fills that utilise TNT and RDX. Both explosives are
mobile in the environment, meaning that, for example, they can
spread from soils into groundwater, and are toxic. The metals
dispersed from these munitions are environmentally persistent.
Where use is intense or sustained, evidence suggests that
these can reach sufficient levels to pose a threat to civilian
health.[3] There may also be specific concerns from novel
materials that are being used in munitions deployed from drone
platforms. For example, Dense Inert Metal Explosive (DIME)
munitions, the long-term health impacts of which are
unconfirmed, have reportedly been deployed from drones. A lack
of transparency over the deployment of advanced weapons by
drones limits efforts to study and assess their potential
health and environmental risks from a perspective of limiting
harm.

Challenging boundaries in the use of force
The specific capabilities offered by certain drones have been
used by some states to facilitate an expansion in the range of

contexts in which they use explosive force. These states have
used drones in a way that pushes at the legal and conceptual
boundaries where certain types of violence generally
associated with armed conflict are used. The technological
features relevant here include the range, persistence, and
surveillance capabilities offered by drones, and the ability
to use force without physical risk to the attacker. The
interplay between the potentials provided by these
characteristics, and problematic patterns in use—particularly
the killing of those associated with particular groups across
borders—provides a basis for international discussion on
preventing harm from drones as a specific set of technologies.
As a result of this particular pattern of airstrikes launched
from drones, harms to people known to result from the use of
explosive force in conflict—including deaths, injuries,
psychological impacts, and the destruction of homes—have been
documented in novel contexts. This transposition of known
impacts in to different situations could also therefore apply
to environmental harms. In turn, if some current use of armed
drones by states has sought to redefine where particular sets
of laws governing the use of force apply, such as the law of
armed conflict, this also has clear implications for the
protection of the environment.
Along with other impacts, potentials for environmental damage
in communities that can affect human health therefore bear
consideration in evaluating what the acceptable limits on the
use of armed drones by states should be, and for setting
standards against the facilitation of expansions in the
contexts where certain types of force are used.

Environmentally risky targets
In addressing drones as a development in weapons technology,
states should consider which features of systems could
facilitate problematic practices or expansions in the use of
force, and how the implications of these could be contained.

If one aspect of this is to consider how certain capabilities
have enabled expansions in the contexts in which certain forms
of force have been used, another may be to consider the
potential implications of the enhanced surveillance
capabilities offered by drones for facilitating attacks on
targets whose destruction carries particularly severe risks of
generating conflict pollution. Numerous target types have the
potential to harm the environment and human health when
damaged or destroyed. These include industrial, petrochemical,
or pharmaceutical sites; electricity production or
distribution networks; water treatment and distribution
facilities; and military bases and ammunition storage areas.
The existing thresholds for what constitutes unacceptable
environmental harm under IHL are widely acknowledged as being
both too high, and poorly defined—though the relevant general
principles of distinction and proportionality nevertheless
apply in the selection of targets and of weapons, as does the
principle of precaution. Reliably predicting the outcome of
strikes on environmentally risky targets requires advanced
knowledge of the design, state, and contents of the facility,
and the ability to reliably predict the health and
environmental consequences of the damage caused; factors that
will be balanced against the military advantage gained from
disrupting or destroying it.
While aerial surveillance data may increase the confidence of
mission planners, it is unlikely that it would contribute
substantially to prior knowledge of the intrinsic risks within
a facility or the often unpredictable environmental outcome of
its destruction. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that access
to enhanced surveillance data could encourage the expansion of
strikes against such targets, particularly when combined with
precision weapons. This potential risk merits further
investigation. In the majority of cases, the weak legal
provisions protecting the environment in conflict make it
unlikely that the consequences of such actions would breach

existing thresholds—even where contamination creates
persistent localised risks to communities and their
environment.
The lack of transparency over the use of armed drones in
recent conflicts makes it difficult to determine whether
access to enhanced surveillance data has facilitated the
targeting of environmentally risky civilian and military
infrastructure. It has been reported that drones are being
used to some extent in strikes on ISIS oil operations in Syria
and Iraq by the international coalition for example,[5] but
the role and impact of the use of drones in terms of
potentially raising—or reducing—environmental risks to local
populations
in
these
operations
is
not
clear.
Recent reports of the use of a small drone to destroy an
ammunition dump in Ukraine with grenades, which has likely
caused extensive environmental contamination, are also
relevant to assessing the picture of use against sensitive
industrial targets.
In identifying risks and issues, and considering potential
restrictions on armed drones, states should also consider
therefore whether the technology could help facilitate
practices that pose particularly high environmental risks in
communities, and seek data on how this and other risks may
have played out in practice.

Conclusion
The environmental impacts of the use of force in general, and
the use of armed drones in particular, remain under-documented
as a form of harm that is relevant to assessing the limits
that might be placed on different weapons technologies.
In considering how state violence should be constrained, and
the contexts in which certain impacts of violence may be
considered permissible or not, environmental effects with
implications for human health must however be factored

in—including with respect to armed drones. The lasting
environmental impacts and long-term risks to human health from
the use of force must, in turn, be curbed through more robust
international rules.
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